Perfecting the art of exterior design

U.S.PAVERSCAPE
Manufacturer of Fine Quality Concrete Paver Brick, Tile and Slabs

“Custom Production is Our Standard”

®

CREATE YOUR OWN

WELCOME, RELAX,

CUSTOM OUTDOOR SPACE,

PREPARE TO BE AMAZED.

Ever since 2000 when we first began our company, thousands of homeowners, commercial property owners, builders and contractors
have depended on U.S. Paverscape® for vivid colors, unusual textures and custom design creations available only from us.
Our innovative and superbly durable concrete products outperform other paving materials in many important ways, providing lasting
value year after year. We’re sure you’ll agree. But that’s not all. Not only are paver bricks, tile and slabs from U.S. Paverscape®
exceptionally well crafted...they’re amazingly beautiful.

ABOUT US
U.S. Paverscape® is an independent, American
owned and operated company dedicated
to providing the highest grade decorative
concrete products. Our proprietary process of
color blending utilizes old world, handmade
techniques combined with modern automation
to create the finest colored concrete products
available. Since the inception of our company,
our goal has been to provide beautiful custom
produced materials on a run-to-order basis
within industry standard lead times.

A BETTER PAVING STONE.

Creatively designed and meticulously
manufactured concrete products from U.S.
Paverscape® offer superior performance
compared to other paving materials:
 Unique colors and blends
 Uniform consistency
 Full color through pavers
 Low maintenance
 High strength
 Skid resistant

LOOKING FOR MORE AMAZING
DESIGN IDEAS?
Visit our website at www.uspaverscape.
com, where you’ll see many additional
design ideas to inspire you as well as a
gallery of projects, including remarkable
outdoor kitchens and fireplaces. And, our
resource page makes it easy to find out
more about our products. While our contact
page can answer your questions by sending
an email to one of our customer service
representatives.

WE MAKE IT EASY.
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OUTDOOR LIVING,

ESCAPE,

TRANSCENDED.

U.S. Paverscape®: OUR STORY
Outside any home is a world of possibilities
as limitless as your imagination. With custom
production concrete brick pavers, tiles and slabs
from U.S. Paverscape®, you can complement
patios, driveways, pool decks and many other
outdoor areas magnificently.

Among the extensive selection of products we offer
are distinctive brick and cast copings available in
an array of unique colors and textures. Whether
new construction, resurfacing – or a mixture of
both – hardscape elements create a cohesive
theme throughout the property with a look that
is timeless and enduring. High strength and low
maintenance make our product line well-suited for
driveways and parking areas. Our products can be
made with color variations and blends that mimic
natural stone, but are consistently uniform with a
non-skid texture. Best of all, our products give you
the freedom to be creative and design your outdoor
spaces to your individual taste.

BRING YOUR IDEAS TO LIFE.

Virtually all of our manufactured concrete products
are custom created with unique colors and blends
you won’t find anywhere else. Why settle for
ordinary stock produced pavers, when you can
upgrade to the custom colors and blends offered
by U.S. Paverscape®? With so many choices of
colors, shapes and patterns, you can personalize
the look of your outdoor spaces like never before.
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THE ORDINARY.
QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP THAT
REFLECTS YOUR GOOD TASTE.

Just one look tells you these are premium paving
stones crafted to the highest standards of quality. As
a custom producer of concrete paver materials, U.S.
Paverscape® can offer a vast palette of colors and
blends on a “custom run to order” basis. A natural or
“tumbled” look is available with your choice of solid
colors, variegated blends and unusual aggregates
including shell, marble, granite and other exotic stone
chips. This catalog shows a sampling of the pavers,
coping, Marblescape, Stonescape and recentlyintroduced Backyard Living® products that are
constantly being developed by our company.

MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY

From commercial development to residential upgrade,
whatever your hardscape project needs are, U.S.
Paverscape® has you covered. We offer a complete
line of full-size and remodel materials in many
shapes and sizes. You can also rely on our quality
and durability. All products are designed to meet or
exceed industry standards for interlocking paving units
and backed by our manufacturer’s warranty. Variety,
integrity and the broadest spectrum of color blends
available in the market: they’re all part of the U.S.
Paverscape® promise to our valued customers.

The outside of a home is the first opportunity
to make a memorable statement, to create an
impression that lasts. U.S. Paverscape® can
transform that impression from ordinary to
extraordinary.
CHOOSING PAVERS – WHERE TO
START.
Perhaps the best place to begin is by asking
yourself some questions about the overall design
of your house. Is it modern or traditional? What
are the dominant tones in the color scheme?
COLOR SELECTION
Some common sense guidelines apply: Medium
or earth tone shades are recommended for
driveways to minimize stains from parked cars.
Lighter shades work well in pool and patio areas
because they are cooler for bare feet. If your
landscaping includes trees that drop leaves,
berries or blossoms that can discolor paved
areas, you may opt for darker shades. Before
finalizing your choice, ask to see an actual
sample of the paver. Please understand that due
to raw materials used in the manufacturing, color
variations may occur. Even with the best printing
technology, the color in a brochure may not be
exactly the same color of the paver.

SELECTING A SHAPE OR PATTERN.
If your project includes both a new driveway
and the resurfacing of existing walkways, pool
decks or patio areas, you can use standard
height 2-3/8 inch pavers for the driveway and
thin (resurface) pavers overlaid on the existing
surfaces. The thin pavers are a more efficient
choice for pedestrian areas, due to existing
grade compliance, while 2-3/8 inch height pavers
have the strength needed for vehicular traffic.
Some resurface pavers may be installed over an
existing concrete base with modified setting bed
materials and techniques.
TUMBLED PAVERS FOR AN ELEGANT
AGED LOOK.
Most U.S. Paverscape® paving stones are
available tumbled. This process lightly distresses
the pavers and rounds the edges slightly to give
them the classic patina of aged stones.
CHOICES, CHOICES, CHOICES.
U.S. Paverscape® gives you any number of
options to upgrade your project and be as
creative as you want. Some great examples
include our multi-color blends for paving stones
or the look of natural stone with Marblescape.

Castlescape “Desert Sandstone”
Random Running Bond
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CASTLESCAPE,
THE ESSENCE OF ELEGANCE.

CASTLESCAPE SHAPES AND SIZES

Grand and Royal Castlescape “Old Chicago” Random Running Bond Pattern.

Emerald Castlescape

6 1/4” X 9 3/8” X 2 3/8”
6 1/4” X 9 3/8” X 30mm

Royal Castlescape

9 3/8” X 9 3/8” X 2 3/8”

Castlescape

4 11/16” X 6 1/4” X 2 3/8”
6 1/4” X 6 1/4” X 2 3/8”
6 1/4” X 9 3/8” X 2 3/8”
Available in 30mm

Grand Castlescape

9 3/8” X 12 1/2” X 2 3/8”

CASTLESCAPE PAVERS

DECORATIVE CONCRETE PAVERS

Castlescape is a manufactured concrete paving stone with
uniform consistency and high strength characteristics. Its
color variations and gently rounded edges give the beautiful
look, feel and elegance of natural stone. Patterns provide a
random “Euro” look of natural stone pavements from old world
countries.

Castlescape “Old Chicago”
Castlescape “McKensie” Random T Pattern.
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IMAGINE THAT

A classic look. Brick pavers can be laid in herringbone, running
bond or basketweave patterns. Use two contrasting colors for
even more pattern options and added beauty.

U.S. Paverscape® offers a variety of shaped
pavers and colorful possibilities that can allow your
imagination to literally run wild. Color combinations
go from conservatively mild to strikingly bold. Most
shapes are available tumbled, contact a
U.S. Paverscape® representative.

DECORATIVE CONCRETE PAVERS

BEAUTIFULLY.

Besides being low maintenance, our interlocking sand-set brick
pavers make any future underground repairs easy – just remove
the pavers, complete the repair and replace the pavers. Any
damaged or stained pavers can be replaced just as easily.

BRICK PAVER SHAPES AND SIZES

Brickscape

Square

Groovestone

Cobblescape

4” X 8” X 2 3/8”
4” X 8” X 30mm

Deck: Brick “Old Chicago Brown” Modified Basketweave Pattern
Coping: Manhattan Remodel “Old Chicago Brown”

5 3/8” X 9” X 2 3/8”
5 3/8” X 9” X 1”

12” X 12” X 2 3/8”
12” X 12” X 1”

7 1/8” X 9 3/8” X 2 3/8”
7 1/8” X 9 3/8” X 1”

Bishop Hat, 8 x 8 “Old Chicago”

Brickscape “Old Chicago” Herringbone
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Square

8” X 8” X 2 3/8”

Bishop Hat

11 1/8” X 7 3/4” X 2 3/8”

TRADITIONAL PAVING STONES AND SLABS

FORM MEETS FUNCTION,

Groovestone “McKensie”
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INSPIRED THINKING,
REVISITED.

The thin pavers are a more efficient choice for pedestrian
areas, due to existing grade compliance, while 2-3/8 inch
height pavers have the strength needed for vehicular traffic.
Some resurface pavers may be installed over an existing
concrete base with modified setting bed materials and
techniques.

RESURFACE THIN PAVERS

RESURFACE THIN PAVERS

Want a new look for an existing space? U.S. Paverscape® has
what you need for resurfacing decks and patios. If your project
includes both a new driveway and the resurfacing of existing
walkways, pool decks or patio areas, you can use standard
height 2-3/8 inch pavers for the driveway and thin (resurface)
pavers on the existing surfaces.

Deck: Castlescape “Old Chicago Brown” Random running bond
Coping: Remodel Manhattan “Old Chicago Brown”

For a combination of new construction/resurfacing projects,
make sure the shape you select is available in both standard
and resurface heights, so your new construction and overlay
pavers can complement each other.
PAVERS AVAILABLE IN BOTH STANDARD AND
RESURFACING HEIGHTS:
Brickscape, Emerald Castlescape, Castlescape, Square,
Groovestone, Cobblescape.
* Contemporary available in resurfacing height only

Pool Deck: Emerald Castlescape “Desert Sandstone” Running Bond
Coping: Stuart Bullnose “Desert Sandstone”
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VERSATILE PERFORMERS,

EVERY MASTERPIECE,

FOR ALL KINDS OF JOBS.

NEEDS THE RIGHT FRAME.

DECORATIVE BRICK COPING IN SOLID COLORS AND BLENDS
In most cases we suggest using a proper detail coping to complement any paver
installation. However, Decorative Brick Coping is available in a wide variety of solid
and blended colors. Our cast copings offer colors, textures, and shapes that enhance
paver brick or marblescape installations. Ask for a color selection guide to coping.

DECORATIVE BRICK & CAST COPING

COMMERICAL APPLICATIONS

U.S. Paverscape® pavers are ideal for residential as well as
commercial applications...each with cost benefits for the long
term. The high-strength performance of our products offers
100% to 200% longer life cycles compared to asphalt or
concrete pavement (with comparable base prep).
U.S. Paverscape® complies with federal, state and municipal
design requirements for rigid specifications and bid details.

Brick coping “Old Chicago Brown”

Castlescape “Dusk”
Coping: Precast Manhattan “White”

Castlescape “Caribbean” Random T Pattern

BRICK & CAST COPING SHAPES AND SIZES

Brickscape “Peach/Coral” Herringbone
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Stuart Bullnose

4 X 9 X 2-3/8 in.
Units per linear foot: 3

Phoenix Bullnose

4 X 9 X 2-3/8 in.
Units per linear foot: 3

Short Coping

4 X 9 X 1 in. 1 in OH
Units per linear foot: 3

Remodel Manhattan
4 X 9 X 1 in. 2-1/2 in OH
Units per linear foot: 3

Extended Coping

4 X 9 X 1 in. 3-3/4 in OH
Units per linear foot: 3

Bostonian

8 X 9 X 2-3/8 in.
1.5 per lf

Phoenix

8 X 9 X 2-3/8 in.
1.5 per lf

Grand Cancun

8 X 9 X 2 in. 2-1/2 in. OH
1.5 per lf

Manhattan

8 X 9 X 1-3/8 in. 2-1/2 in. OH
1.5 per lf
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CAPTIVATING DESIGN,
THAT BREAKS NEW GROUND.
THE NEWEST LOOK IN PAVERS:
MARBLESCAPE.

MADE TO LAST, AND LAST.

MARBLESCAPE IS UNIQUE AMONG
PAVING SLABS.

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES.

It’s a new kind of paving slab – much different than
brick-type pavers, more like natural stone. Developed by
U.S. Paverscape® and manufactured using an exclusive
proprietary process, Marblescape opens up an exciting
spectrum of new ways to expand creativity with color and
texture details.

When Marblescape is manufactured, the slabs are
subjected to intense pressure and vibration. This creates
a dense solid block of uniform quality that is very strong
and impervious to liquids. Like all sand-set interlocking
pavers, Marblescape paving slabs can be removed for
underground repairs, then replaced seamlessly.

The use of contrasting or complementary colors, multicolor
blends, or different exposed aggregates can be combined
to produce all sorts of fresh new design ideas. The bottom
line? Marblescape is a ground-breaking innovation in the
world of pavers, setting a new standard and expanding
your options.

MARBLESCAPE SHAPES AND SIZES

18 x 18

1-3/4 in.
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12 x 18*

1-3/4 in.
*Additional Charge*

MARBLESCAPE

MARBLESCAPE

Due to its natural color and texture, Marblescape could
be mistaken for quarried stone, however with perfect
consistency. Closer inspection shows bold swirls of color,
coquina-like textures, or even exotic stone chips or shells
embedded in the stone matrix.

Marblescape 6 X 12 in. “Emperador” Herringbone

12 x 12

1-3/4 in.

6 x 12

1-3/4 in.

6x6

1-3/4 in.
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AN IMPRESSIVE BLEND,

A MATTER OF,

MARBLESCAPE IS THE IMAGINATIVE CHOICE
FOR ANY PAVER APPLICATION.
Among the beautiful aspects of Marblescape is that it enables
you to explore unexpected avenues of design and think
outside the box. Below are some suggestions for Marblescape
blends. Marblescape slabs are designed for use on walkways,
patios or pool decks with pedestrian traffic. Some engineered
applications may be achievable for light vehicular applicatrions.
Another option is to take more than one blend or solid...and
combine them randomly to create a “set.” For example, when
Noche and Café con Leche are combined, this is known as a
Noche set.

BRINGING INDIVIDUAL TASTES INTO THE MIX.
When using Marblescape exposed aggregate, various materials can
be added to the concrete mix to create a look that suits just about any
paving style you want to achieve. A thin layer of the top is then “honed”
to reveal the shell, stone or glass aggregate. The result is a smooth
surface, similar to terrazzo.

PERSONAL STYLE.

Marblescape 6 X 12 in. tumbled,
“Golden Taupe” Herringbone
Marblescape 6 X 12 in. tumbled
“Emperador” Herringbone

SEE FOR YOURSELF.
Below are samples of Marblescape with exposed aggregate. More
colors, and other exotic stone, shell and glass aggregates are available.
Ask your installer for U.S. Paverscape®’s “Color Views” to see the
dozens of colors we can provide for your project.

Marblescape 6 X 12 in. tumbled,
“Camel with Shell” Herringbone

MARBLESCAPE WITH EXPOSED AGGREGATE

MARBLESCAPE COLOR BLENDS
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Marblescape 12 X 12 in. tumbled,
“White with Shell and large Navy glass”

WE’RE OPEN TO SUGGESTIONS.
The available colors and combinations are not limited to the samples
shown in this catalog. U.S. Paverscape® can customize your
Marblescape pavers with other colors, blend combinations or unusual
aggregates. Minimum purchase is required for custom colors, please
ask for details.

Marblescape 6 X 12 in. tumbled,
“Standard” Herringbone

Classico

Marblescape 6 X 12 in. tumbled,
“White with Conch Shell” Herringbone

MARBLESCAPE EXPOSED AGGREGATE

MARBLESCAPE BLENDS

OF INNOVATION AND CHARM.

Sienna

Café con Leche

Emperador

Noche

Arctic Snow

Crema with Shell

Golden with Shell

Camel with Shell

Blue Chip

Amber Chip

Turquoise Chip
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CREATE YOUR OWN,

FIND YOUR,

Go ahead, live a little. You’ve certainly come
to the right place. U.S. Paverscape® presents
Backyard Living® making it simple to create a
setting of peaceful bliss that’s ideal for kicking
back, entertaining and almost anything else you
have in mind.

Somehow, nothing is more inviting than a backyard specifically
created for relaxation. A new dimension to hardscape design comes
to the forefront with our Backyard Living® brand of prefabricated
modular components. Complement your patio or pool deck with
classic stonework features to match or contrast your pavers with the
look of aged, natural rock.

COMFORT ZONE.

SANCTUARY.

♦ Outdoor Fireplaces

Backyard Living®

Backyard Living®

♦ Summer Kitchens

♦ Garden Walls
♦ Bars/Counters
♦ Accent Walls
♦ Columns
♦ Fire Pits
♦ Accessories

Deck: Marblescape 6 X 12 in., 12 X 12 in., 12 X 18 in. 18 X 18 in., “Sienna” French Pattern
Two-piece Fireplace, walls & columns shown in “Desert Sandstone”

6ft 0ne-piece modular fireplace “Beach”
Pool deck: Castlescape “Beach”
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GRILL,
AND CHILL.
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Standard modules are available in our most popular
colors with pre-cut drop-in dimensions that fit brand
name grills and accessories. And that’s just the
beginning, because you can specify just about any
kitchen accessory imaginable, from ice makers to
pizza ovens, and warming drawers to side burners.

Kitchen & Entertainment Center
shown in “Beach”

What’s more, the custom concrete countertops
with polished, exposed aggregate, are especially
complementary to outdoor flatwork.
Start with our standard base designs, then add
the accessories you want. U.S. Paverscape® will
custom build your outdoor kitchen and deliver it to
the job site, so it’s ready in days, not weeks!

Kitchen & Entertainment center
shown in “Desert Sandstone”

Kitchen & Entertainment Center shown in
“Desert Sandstone” with polished concrete shell top

Backyard Living®

Backyard Living®

With a summer kitchen from Backyard Living®,
outdoor spaces can become an extension of your
home...a treasured backyard destination where you
can truly unwind.
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MAKE YOUR GETAWAY,
QUICKLY.
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Our stonework outdoor fireplaces are natural
gathering areas for family and friends in the evening
hours, adding a bold yet inviting presence to your
backyard retreat.
All Backyard Living® components are built to
exacting standards and harmonize perfectly with our
paving stones.
PRE-BUILT UNITS ARE SET IN PLACE.
Our pre-fabricated modular components are
delivered to the job site and placed into position
using a forklift. This modular approach eliminates
the extra time and untidiness of onsite construction.

Vent-Free 8ft Two-piece
Fireplace with medallion:
“Desert Sandstone”

Kitchen & Entertainment Center "Desert Sandstone" with
polished concrete “Abalone Shell” top
Marblescape “Classico” blend pavers

Backyard Living®

Backyard Living®

Can’t wait to enjoy evenings of flickering firelight,
in the privacy of your own backyard, away from the
stresses of everyday life? We deliver today, so you
can transport yourself to your backyard paradise
tonight.
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Backyard Living®

Backyard Living®

8ft Kitchen & Entertainment Center “Mahogany”
with polished concrete top “Camel with Shell/Granite” blend

7ft Two-piece Fireplace with hearth, “Cappuccino”
Marblescape “Noche Set”
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DECORATIVE ACCENTS,

ENTERTAIN,

IN A WHOLE NEW DIMENSION.

U.S. Paverscape® offers a diverse selection of
elegant stonework accessories to complement
the pavers of your pool deck or patio area. These
hardscape features make your backyard a focal
point for entertaining or relaxing with family and
friends. They are the perfect finishing touch!

Polished Concrete Countertop: “Crema with Shell”

Our Stonescape collection brings an alluring vertical
dimension to stonework. We offer versatile 4 X 8 X 12
in. slabs for garden walls, columns, edging and other
projects.

Stonescape, “Desert Sandstone”

Stonescape is available in our most popular standard
colors and blends. Custom colors are also available
with minimum purchase, please ask for details.

FAST AND CONVENIENT
INSTALLATION
These pre-fabricated units can be delivered
to the job site and set into place with a truck
mounted fork lift, avoiding delays, added costs and
messy work spaces often associated with onsite
construction.

Stonescape
4 X 8 X 12 in.

STONESCAPE

Backyard Living® aCCESSORIES

ALL YOUR OPTIONS.

Stonescape, “Old Chicago”

Stonescape, “McKensie”

Stonescape, “Old Chicago”

6 ft one-piece Fireplace
McKensie, Desert Sandstone, Cappuccino
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U.S.PAVERSCAPE

®

Manufacturer of Fine Quality Concrete Paver Brick, Tile and Slabs

“Custom Production is Our Standard”

8775 US 17-92 S, MAITLAND, FL 32751 | 407-830-6900
1735 S.E. FEDERAL HIGHWAY, STUART, FL 34994 | 772-223-7287
TOLL-FREE: 1-855-BRICKS7 (1-855-274-2577) | WWW.USPAVERSCAPE.COM

